
Introduction
1)

In 1965, Vivian and coworkers [1] studied for the first

time how centrifugal force affects the desorption of

carbon dioxide from water when using a packed bed

attached to a horizontal arm of a centrifuge. This packed

bed, having a height of 0.305 m and a diameter of 0.152

m, was packed with Rasching rings (0.02 m). The

rotational speed of the centrifuge offered centrifugal

acceleration that varied from 10 to 63 m/s
2
. Experimental

results indicated that the liquid-side volumetric mass

transfer coefficient showed a dependence on the centrifu-

gal acceleration to the power of 0.41 0.48, suggesting

that the enhancement in mass transfer could be achieved

under higher centrifugal fields. Moreover, based on the

penetration theory, the liquid-side mass transfer coeffi-

cient varied with the centrifugal acceleration to the 1/6

power. Also, the effective interfacial area was found to

increase with respect to the centrifugal acceleration.

Consequently, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient

was significantly improved by the use of centrifugal
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force, according to the available experimental data and

theoretical analysis.

Based on these findings, a promising alternative to in-

creasing mass transfer is to contact a liquid and a gas in

the centrifugal field, which can be achieved by rotating

the doughnut-shaped packing element. In 1981, Ramshaw

and Mallinson [2] first adopted centrifugal force as an

external force for enhancing gas-liquid separation effi-

ciency. Thus, they invented the rotating packed bed

(RPB, Figure 1) for distillation and absorption processes.

This unique technology is referred to as “Higee” (an

acronym for high gravity). When the liquid flows

through the rotor, it is subjected to a high acceleration of

at least 300 m/s
2
, tuned by rotational speed. Conse-

quently, the tendency of flooding compared with that in

the conventional packed bed could be reduced. Thus, the

RPB could be operated at higher gas or liquid flow rates.

Also, packings having larger specific areas (2000 5000

m
2
/m

3
) and higher voidages (90 95 %) became available

for use. Because of the larger centrifugal acceleration

(2000 10000 m/s
2
), thinner films and smaller droplets

could be obtained. The mass transfer would be enhanced

by a factor of 10 100, thus reducing the physical size of

the equipment to a greater degree than that with a
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Figure 1. Rotating packed bed.

conventional packed bed and, in doing so, reducing the

capital and operating costs [3].

The feasibility of applying the RPB has been studied

extensively in diverse systems such as distillation, absorp-

tion, stripping, deaeration, reactive precipitation, adsorp-

tion, and ozone oxidation [4-23]. However, removing

Figure 2. Experimental setup of the RPB for the purification of valuable products.

dissolved components from product mixtures in the RPB

has seldom been addressed. In this study we determined

the performance of an RPB through preliminary tests

during continuous operation to assess the feasibility of

applying RPBs to product purification processes.

Experimental

As illustrated in Figure 2, the product was maintained in

the influent tank, from which the product was introduced

by the pump into the rotor of the RPB via the liquid inlet.

By means of a liquid distributor, the product was

uniformly sprayed toward the rotor. The product was

caused to move outward rapidly by the enormous centrif-

ugal force, which was generated by the variable motor.

As a result, the product passed the rotor and gathered at

the bottom of the RPB prior to being discharged via the

liquid outlet. Finally, the purified product was expelled

from the bottom of the RPB. In the meantime, inert

gases, such as nitrogen, steam, carbon dioxide, argon, or

other non-reactive gases, were introduced into the RPB

via the gas inlet such that the inert gases came in contact

with the product within the rotor, with the flow direction

of the inert gases being opposite to the flow direction of

the product. The dissolved components contained in the

products were thus stripped by the inert gases. The

dissolved components were entrained in the inert gases

and finally discharged via the gas outlet.
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Results and Discussion

TNPP Purification Test

Batchwise removal of hydrochloric acid from TNPP

[tris(nonylphenyl)phosphite] solution, with nitrogen as

the stripping agent, was performed in the RPB system

shown in Figure 2. The wire mesh used as packing had a

specific area of 1475 m
2
/m

3
and a voidage of 0.93. The

packings were arranged within the rotor where the gas

and liquid were contacted counter-currently. The RPB

had an inner radius of 3.8 cm, an outer radius of 8.0 cm,

and an axial height of 2.0 cm. As a result, the depth

(radial height) of the RPB for batch operation was 4.2

cm. In general operation, the RPB can be rotated from

400 to 1600 rpm, which provides 11 169 times the

gravitational force, based on the arithmetic mean radius.

The rotor speed of the RPB was fixed at 1300 rpm and

nitrogen was used as the stripping agent. TNPP (5 kg)

having an acid value of 0.18 mgKOH/g was taken in the

influent tank. The temperature of the TNPP sample and

the ratio of nitrogen to TNPP were altered. The results

obtained under batch operation conditions are shown in

Table 1. The test indicated that the acid value of TNPP,

after 15 min of processing by the RPB, was reduced to

0.06 0.08 mgKOH/g. After consecutive treatment to 45

min, the acid value of TNPP dropped to 0.04 0.06

mgKOH/g.

The inner and outer radii of the RPB used in continuous

operation were 6.0 and 31.0 cm, respectively. As a result,

the depth (radial height) of the RPB for continuous oper-

ation was 25 cm. The packing section had an axial length

of 12 cm, and comprised stainless-steel wire meshes

having a specific surface area of 1780 m
2
/m

3
and a void-

age of 0.90. In general, the RPB can be operated at gas

flow rates of 50 2000 L/min, liquid flow rates of 20

50 L/min, and rotor speeds of 400 1200 rpm. These

rotor speeds provide 33 298 times the gravitational force,

based on the arithmetic mean radius. Under continuous

operation, the steady state was taken under the condition

that the concentration of hydrochloric acid in the liquid

outlet and the pressure drop across the RPB remained

constant with the time. The rotor speed of the RPB was

fixed at 1200 rpm. The temperature of the nitrogen gas

was 88
o
C and its flow rate was 1250 L/min. The

viscosity of TNPP was 1000 cp, its temperature was 114
o
C, and its flow rate was 25 L/min. The time the liquid

spent within the rotor in the RPB was estimated to be ca.

0.2 s, according to the condition that the flow rate of

TNPP was 25 L/min and the rotor speed of the RPB was

1200 rpm, and from the literature [24-26]. Prior to

processing using the RPB, the acid value of TNPP was

0.3 mgKOH/g; this value decreased to 0.1 mgKOH/g

after processing.

To decrease the content of hydrochloric acid in the

Table 1. Results for Removing HCl from TNPP under Batch

Operation

1 2 3

Acid Value of TNPP (mgKOH/g)
Acid Value of TNPP after 15 min (mgKOH/g)
Acid Value of TNPP after 45 min (mgKOH/g)
Temperature of Liquid (

o

C)
Flow Rate of TNPP (mL/min)
Flow Rate of Nitrogen (L/min)
Rotor Speed (rpm)

0.18
0.08
0.06
130
200
15

1300

0.18
0.06
0.05
170
200
15

1300

0.18
0.07
0.04
150
200
20

1300

Table 2. Comparison of the Conventional and Proposed

Methods for Removing HCl from TNPP Solution

Conventional
Method

Proposed
Method

Operating Time (h)
Operating Temperature (

o

C)
Operating Pressure (atm)
Nitrogen Consumption (kg/kg TNPP)

5
150

0.033
0.2

1
120
1

0.06

TNPP solution, the conventional condition adopted the

bubble tank. Owing to the fact that hydrochloric acid was

entrapped within TNPP and that a low hydrochloric acid

content was required in the TNPP solution, the conven-

tional process involved purging the solution with nitro-

gen under vacuum for 5 h in the bubble tank. Our novel

method takes advantage of the RPB during the separation

process. Because the RPB can provide thinner liquid

films and tiny liquid droplets, it is relatively easy to

remove the dissolved components in the products. Table

2 summarizes the differences between the two methods

when obtaining the same removal efficiency of hydro-

chloric acid from TNPP solution. Notably, our proposed

method reduces the operating time five fold and the

operating temperature by 30
o
C. Also, because of the

high mass transfer, our novel method was performed at

atmospheric pressure, rather than under vacuum, which

requires a greater energy input. Moreover, the nitrogen

consumption of the novel method is lower than that of

the conventional one. Additionally, the RPB could intensi-

fy the gas-liquid mass transfer in a viscous fluid, as

proposed by Chen and coworkers [22]. Consequently, the

RPB is potentially applicable to many of the industrial

processes performed in viscous media, such as the

stripping of solvent and monomers from polymer solu-

tions, and oxygen transfer in fermentation solutions.

EsterPurification Test

The system shown in Figure 2 was incorporated into a

test process in which n-butanol (NBA) was removed

from butyl stearate (BST) by batch operation. The RPB

had an inner radius of 3.9 cm, an outer radius of 8.0 cm,

and an axial height of 2.0 cm. The RPB maintained a

constant rotor speed of 1300 rpm. Stainless-steel wire

mesh was used as the high-voidage packing, having the
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Table 3. Results for Removing NBA from BST under Batch

Operation

1 2

NBAConcentration in BST Inlet (ppm)
NBAConcentration in BST Outlet (ppm)
Temperature of BST (

o

C)
Flow Rate of BST (g/min)
Flow Rate of Nitrogen (L/min)
Rotor Speed (rpm)

46205
237 (7 min)

120
250
50

1300

46205
43 (12 min)

120
250
50

1300

Table 4. Results for Removing NBA from BST under Contin-

uous Operation

1 2

NBA Concentration in BST Inlet (ppm)
NBA Concentration in BST Outlet (ppm)
Temperature of BST (C)
Flow Rate of BST (g/min)
Flow Rate of Steam (kg/hr)
Degree of Vacuum (torr)
Rotor Speed (rpm)

46205
49
111
132
5

160
1300

46205
43
114
132
5

160
1300

configuration of interconnected filaments with a mean

diameter of 0.22 mm and arranged within the rotor where

the gas and liquid were contacted counter-currently. The

packings had a specific area of 1906 m
2
/m

3
and a

voidage of 0.91. This test system made use of nitrogen as

the stripping agent. In operation, the BST was fed into

the RPB via the liquid inlet. The purified BST from the

liquid outlet was guided into the influent tank and

recycled to the liquid inlet. The experimental results are

listed in Table 3. The concentration of NBA contained in

the BST, when sampled in the seventh minute, dropped

to 237 ppm, while the concentration of NBA contained in

the BST, when sampled in the twelfth minute, dropped

even further (to 43 ppm).

The system, as shown in Figure 2, was used to test BST

purification in a continuous manner. The inner and outer

radii of the RPB used in this test were 2.0 and 4.0 cm,

respectively. As a result, the depth (radial height) of the

RPB was 2.0 cm. The packing section had an axial length

of 2.0 cm, and comprised stainless-steel wire meshes

having a specific surface area of 1546 m
2
/m

3
and a

voidage of 0.90. Steam was used as the stripping agent.

The operation was performed under vacuum, which was

applied at the gas outlet. The BST was fed into the RPB

via the liquid inlet. The purified BST was collected at the

effluent tank. The results are listed in Table 4. The con-

centration of NBA contained in the purified BST ranged

from 43 to 49 ppm under the circumstances when the

RPB was operated continuously under vacuum (160 torr).

The system used for the BST purification was also

applied to test the removal of 2-ethylhexyl alcohol

(2-EH) from 2-ethyl hexyl palmitate (EHP) in a con-

tinuous manner. Steam was also adopted as the stripping

agent. The results are listed in Table 5. The concentration

Table 5. Results for Removing 2-EH from EHP under Con-

tinuous Operation

1 2

2-EH Concentration in EHP Inlet (ppm)
2-EH Concentration in EHP Outlet (ppm)
Temperature of EHP (

o

C)
Flow Rate of EHP (g/min)
Flow Rate of Steam (L/min)
Degree of Vacuum (torr)
Rotor Speed (rpm)

5000
66
205
54
50
200
1500

5000
104
225
54
50
160
1500

of 2-EH contained in the purified EHP was less than 100

ppm under the circumstances when the RPB was

operated continuously under vacuum (160 200 torr).

To reduce the content of an unreacted alcohol in ester

products, the commercial process adopts an aerated

agitation tank. Because a low alcohol content in the ester

products must be reduced to the extent of 50 500 ppm

to be suitable for application to cosmetic products, the

commercial process purges the ester products with

nitrogen or steam under vacuum (10 50 torr) for 8 h in

the aerated agitation tank. The RPB reduces the operat-

ing time by 5 10-fold and the operating temperature by

20 30
o
C. Also, because of high mass transfer in the

RPB, the operating pressure of the RPB is higher than

that of the aerated agitation tank; thus, the energy

consumption is lower. Moreover, the consumption of

stripping agent in the RPB process is lower than that in

the aerated agitation tank. According to these results, the

high removal efficiency of the RPB was in deed

achieved.

Conclusions

This study has clearly demonstrated that the use of an

RPB can improve the removal of hydrochloric acid from

a TNPP solution and the removal of unreacted alcohols

from ester products. The proposed method can reduce

operating costs and energy consumption dramatically

when compared to those of the conventional method. As

a result, we are convinced that the use of RPBs is

effective when removing dissolved components from

product mixtures.
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